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Parts and Functions
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Buttons of the wired controller

Fan speed switch
Change wind speed

TEMP /TIME switch
used to regulate setting temp.,
time.

Air change switch
It is used to open and close air
change function. The mode is
as follows:

No display-air change
(automatic)-air change (heating)
-air change (usual)

cooling:26~28

heating:22~24

dehumidify:21~24

blow:temp. neednot set

recommend setting temp.

Mode switch
Choose running mode

Swing switch
Open and close air flap

Clock, timing and address setting

ON/OFF switch
Do on and off function. The unit is
on when pressing it; and is off when
pressing it again (needn t to open
front cover)

Timing switch
It is used for choosing timing running

Self-inspection switch
It is used for inspection service

Healthy switch
Used to control
oxygen function and
negative ion (when
oxygen device and
n e g a t i v e - i o n
generator exist at the
same time, the
s w i t c h w i l l
function)

HEALTH

SET RECOVERY

CHECK

When in abnormal state, push the reset key
with a spike, which may return the unit to
normal

Reset key

Filter reset
After cleaning air inlet and filter, press
this switch. The unit begins to run

no
display

exchange
Autolly

exchange
whole heat

exchange
ordinary





Avoid pressing ON/OFF switch frequently.

For protect unit.The third bit dip switch is ON,when outdoor ambient temp. is lower 10 or higher

than 50 ,unit will not run in cooling mode;when outdoor ambient temp. is lower -10 or higher

than 0 ,unit will can't run in heat mode.if the third dip switch is OFF,it has not limit.

when pressing temp. setting switch to change the temp.,the air conditioner may stop running.which is
because that the temp. controller is started,not unit fault.

during cooling(heating) mode,even if the room temp. lower(higher) than setting temp.,air conditioner
may be also run in this mode,which is normal.

When the wired controller is power on firstly, the screen will display full screen for two seconds. and

LED and clock zone will show 8888 - 888 - 88 - 8 flicker for 30 seconds. All the switches all invalid

at the time.

The fan speed is fixed, which can not be switched. Fixed is shown on the line controller.

Air conditioner setting will be changed after operation some minitues using wired controller.

Under the same condition(running mode setting temp. fan speed and wind direction

adjustment automaticly),everyday repeat operation for air conditioner's start/change,just need

press ON/OFF button.wired controller will display previous content.

Notes:

REMARK
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Operation

The timing time is on the basis of the present time. Thus, the present time should be regulated
in advance.

The clock regulation steps are as follows:

3.Press setting switch. The setting is achieved

Note:

When not timing, the screen displays the present time.

If timing, the screen displays the timing time.

If you want to know the present time, go to the first step.

The time increases a minute each time you press + switch.

Timing setting

1.Press CLOCK switch

CLOCK flickers, and the displayed time is the
present time.

2.Press + and - to regulate the time.

The time decreases a minute each time you press - switch.

Setting of power failure compensation function

When the power is on after blackout, the unit will return to the former state if compensation
function is setting. Otherwise, it stops. When restarting the unit, press ON/OFF switch on
line controller.

For wired controlled type:When J07 is disconnected, it is power failure compensation state.
Short circuit has no compensation function.

HEALTH

SET RECOVERY

CHECK
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Maintenance

Clean the unit only when the
power is off, otherwise it may
cause electric shock and
physical injury.

Do not clean the unit in
the water in case it may
cause electric shock.

The maintenance should be finished by
professional worker

Make sure the electricity is cut
off before contacting the wiring
device.

Use steady stand. Take
care when cleaning the unit.

Clean air filter

Note:

Do not disassemble air filter unless cleaning it, otherwise it may cause failure.

Wash air filter more frequently if the environment is dirty (wash it every two weeks).

Attentions

Warning

Routine maintenance

Do not clean it with the water above 40 . It may

cause color fading or deformity.

Do not dry it on fire. It may cause fire.

Wash it by cleaner or water.

(A)Clean it by cleaner
Note

(B)When it is too dirty, wash it with soft brush

and neutral detergent.

(C)Dry it in cool place.

Beginning

1.inspect the following items:

2.clean filter and shelter

3.Turn on the power (pay attention to the note on
page 8)

There is no block in inlet and outlet of indoor and
outdoor unit.
Earthing cable is in good condition.
Cable connection is in good condition.
If there is any problem, please consult after-sale
servicer.

1.When the weather is fine, supply air for half a

day. Make sure the inside of the unit is dry.

2.Turn off the power

Unit will be tear and wear if the power is on all

the time. It also saves energy.

3.Clean filter and shelter

Assemble filter after cleaning it. As to clean

details,please refer to maintenance part.

Maintenance during using season

Ending

Don't clean
unit during
running

Assemble filter after cleaning it.
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Failure checking

The following situations are not troubles

symptom Reason

Water flowing sound
is heard.

When air conditioner starts, or when the compressor starts or stops
during operation, or when the air conditioner is stopped, it
sometimes sounds gobo gobo . It is the normal sound of the

refrigerant.

Air which blows out from the indoor unit sometimes smells. This
smell results from residents of tobacco smoke, furniture, and
cosmetics stuck inside of the unit.

During operation,
water fog comes
out of indoor unit.

It is switched into blowing mode
during cooling.

The air conditioner may not be
restarted soon after it stops.

To prevent frost from being accumulated on the indoor unit heat
exchanger. It is sometimes automatically switched into the blowing
mode but it will soon return to the cooling mode.

Even if the operation switch is turned on,
cooling, dehumidifying or heating does not
work for three minutes after the air conditioner
is stopped. It is used to protect the electric
circuit. (During the time air conditioner operates
in fan mode.)

Water or steam generates from the
outdoor unit during heating.

It occurs when frost accumulated on the outdoor unit is removed
(during defrosting operation).

When the air conditioner is used, streams of water fog may be seen.
The water fog is condensed by cooling air.

uni t

doesn' t start

Influenced by the air temperature,
the fan stops running. It is normal.

The minimum operating time is set in order to protect the compressor.
In normal situation, the minimum operating time is nearly 10
minutes.

Cracking sound is heard.

It smells

This is caused by heat expansion or contraction of plastics.

please wait
three minutes
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Isn't sun-

Please check the following things about your air conditioner before making service call.

ON

OFF

Is the power source

switch adjust cut in
Is city supply power

in normal

If wired controller

is exposed to the

direct sunlight or

be affected with damp.

Isn't the earth leakage

breaker in action?

Turn off the power supply switch

imediately and contact the sales

dealer.

Power supply

switch is not ON.

Unit fails to start

Heating is not sufficient

Is the thermostat adjust

as required

Isn't the air filter dirty? Isn't any doors or windows

left open

If air inlet or air outlet is

stucked?

Cooling is not sufficient

Isn't the swing louver

horizontal?(in heating mode)

If swing louver is horizontal,

the blowwind doea not reach

floor

Is there heat

source in room?

Is there many

people in room?

air conditioner doesn't blow in

heating mode.If it is in anti-cool

wind condition?

Power
stoppage

when followed condition occurs,please contact with local service site

if there occurs any abnormal conditon(burned smell),shuts power source,and ask for aftersale service.

if continued use,air condition will be detached,and will cause fire etc.accident.

after adopting followed methods,please contact with
special sevice site.

safety configuation like fuse leakage electric-leak

protection open many times.
shuts power source.

air conditioner leaks.

press self-check button on wired controoler,notify your local

service site about current fault content.

shuts power source,and notify local service site.

Warning

power source light on indoor and outdoor PCB shining?

symptom
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unit mm
back view

front view

liquid pipe15.88

gas pipe28.58

1"c ondensing water drainage pipe

a1 a2 a3 a2

sideview

53

d3 d4

evaporator

topview

fan

motor

fan

b1 b2 b1

a1 a2 a3 a2

A

20

1520

1406

B
1492

b2
1416

d1
62

d2
529

b1
102

A
1620

C
725

a1
480

a2
309

a3
244

d3
284

d4
345

filter dimension
534*587*24

quantity

3

Indoor unit dimension

Installation procedures
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1706mm

914mm

914mm

gas flow

direction

fan motor evaporator

filter

drainage pan

pipe connecting box

Figure 1 needed installation space and clearance

gas flow

direction

1.Installation preparation

Before installation and maintenance,unit changeover switch should lock in power off state,avoiding touch electricity or running

part cause human hurt or death. For ensuring that installation is correct,followed factors should be considered:

(1)all power supply must be accordant with electric parameter on unit nameplate.

(2)if exterior of unit need instal accessory,there should reserve excess space.

(3)All duct must make heat insulation safeguard to acoid heat or cool capacity loss.

2.Transportation,Suspension

he air conditioner is generally in complete unit.During transportation and suspension,it needs to handle with care to avoid damage

to the panel,which may affect the performance and precision of the unit.

Suspension:

before unit suspension,make sure the center of gravity to garantee suspension safety,consider of interior parts collocation,unit

weight is not equable,unit can be transported using fork vehicle.when suspension,adopt gasket board to aviod carton damaged.Try

to suspend unit,ensuring if it is stable.

there should isolate unit and buiding when unit suspended.Usual

adopt spring or rubber cushion etc. on site.

Before instal suspend girder,followed items need be checked:

1)Obligate space can supply reasonable air organize and enough space(necessary installation space and intervals please refer to

figure 1 )

2)before installation,ensuring there has proper space to ensure every coil's installation and electric wiring.

3)check supporter's structure,ensuring that there has enough intensity to support unit weight.

4)For farther limit about vibration pass when extreme applition,can adopt connection of proper vibration isolater and with free

duct connector

Indoor unit installation instruction

Installation procedures
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3)when select installation location,should obligate necessary maintenance space and space of future water pipe,duct.unit

around,especially one side of check door and exterior connectng pipe should obligate 0.7m~1m maintenance space,ceiling

unit should preseve check hole on the top.and consider space size when detaching filter,maintenance equipment will

use.

4.installation attention

4)Power supply to the unit is 3 phase,380V,50Hz,Check if o voltage comforms to requirement prior to connecting motor

to the power supply.The unit enclosure must be properly grounded.

5)after unit installation is completed and before energization and operation,turn

the fan blade with hand to test if it can run free of obstruction.If everything is normal,it is appropriate to entergize and

operate the unit.First,start the and check if fan runs in the correct direction.If negative,it is necessary to shut down the

unit and change the phase sequence.Then,proper connect the power cord of motor.It is prohibited to run the unit in the

absence of load to aviod burn of motor/

check before unit start

before start the unit,the following check are essential:

1)unit is completely hoisted on girder.

2)duct connection is good

3)drainage pan is connected tightly

4)electric connecting well.refer wiring diagram to connect wire correctly,and wire gronded well.

5)check and fix motor strap tray bearing impeller.

6)turn fan with hand,ensuring that it runs free of obsturction.

7)check and fix drive and bearing bolt motor bolt shock absorber bolt.

8)check and ensure strap tray is in the same level,and upright with axis.

9)check strap's degree of tightness.

process of unit start

after finishing all preset,unit will check as followed steps,adjust and start.

1)measure motor's voltage and current on every phase,ensure it running normally,and contrast this data with nameplate's

parameter.

2)without load,start the motor and check if fan runs in the correct direction.If negative,it is necessary to shut down the

unit and change the phase sequence.

3)after laden,motor should start quickly and run smoothly.if abnormal,it is necessary to shut down the power supply

and all connect wire.check first and restart after electrified again.

4)During running,if much viration occurs or abnormal noise is sound,It may be produced by reason that motor be connected

badly,parallel degree badly,bolt loose,etc.

5.running and starting

1)Take note of unit left/right side when assembing the unit on site.

2)The base of unit must be level.otherwise,will occur water leakage leading by condensing water not smoothly,and fan

motor's dynamic balance will be destroyed leading that bearing's malfunction and vibration.

(2) Water trap on condensing pipe

refer to right figure to instal trap.

per indoor unit instals one trap.

many indoor units use one trip isn't permit.

when insalling the trip,take future cleleanrance

into condition.

drain stopper

A 50mm or more

Installation procedures
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1. Should inspect regularly the tightness degree of drive belt. make timely adjustments, if necessary, belt should be replaced.

2. Daily operation, should measure the operation of fan motor current, voltage and other parameters necessary to confirm

whether or not normal, and filed for record, for future maintenance reference. If current is lower , it indicates that there air

flow is less, filter needs to be cleaned or replaced; otherwise, if the current is too large, then the air flow might be too large,

adjust the valve to enable the current return to normal .

3. Fan and motor bearings should be regularly oiled in order to enhance operational efficiency and life expectancy; periodic

inspection if seal is aging or damaged, whether fan soft joint damaged.and if it is, should replace and maintain timely.

4. The maintenance for the fan is not allowed during the unit operation.

5. after unit has operated for two years, unit should be maintained comprehensively, including the removal of the heat exchanger's

finned tube of dirt and scale.

6. According to the actual operation of units per year for regular inspection should be the following:

1) check the isolation device suspension vibration, if worn, loose or material damaged, need replace it timely;

2) check the fan bearing noise situation, whether there is excessive leakage of lubricating oil. If necessary, need replace the

bearing ;

3) check the control circuit to ensure that the connection fastening and insulation reliability;

7. In order to avoid premature failure of bearings and unnecessary belt wear, belt should maintain an appropriate degree of

tightness.

8. Unit should be managed by professionals, strictly accordance with instructions and the use of management, to strengthen

the regular maintenance, repair and overhaul, should be excluded from abnormal, unit can be continued after the exclusion of

troubleshooting. if users can not deal with the fault, please contact the Company's local service centers in order to provide

you with efficient and convenient after-sales service.

9.air filter cleaning

1.The role of air filters is to filter outer object, such as: dirt, soot, dust and other possible debris from the air. If the filter is

blocked,it not only reduces the effectiveness of the filter, but also reduce the air volume units, motor temperature rise up, if

lasts for long time, can lead to motor burn.Filter cleaning cycle should be based on the installation location and environment,

which cause dirt and the quantity of outer object.Washable yarn can filter large objects,tap the surface of the filter to remove

dirt, preferably in the cleaning agent are dissolved in the warm water cleansing. Air filters should be installed after shutter, and

easy for disassemble and re-dry thoroughly before use.

2.At least twice a year to replace filters in high-load or dirty air.undercondition of high load or dirty air, it need check the filer

more frequently.Covered with dust filters will increase air resistance, slow down the air flow and reduce cooling capacity and

to increase the energy loss .

10.Drainage pipe inspection

1.drainage pipe must be examined before unit running. If pluged, dirt must be removed in order to condensed water row pass

smoothly .

2.before winter comes, inspect and clean the drainage pipe to prevent them crack.

6.use and maintenance of indoor unit .

6)Fan motor belt jumps or slips,may be generated by the following reasons:

the distance between pulley is too long or the belt is too long;

two pulley centers not in the same position with each other online, to make the belt slide

down from a lesser one;

belt worn leads too loose.

5)during operation of fan motor,motor overcurrent or bearing's temperation overhigh,may be caused by following reasons:

motor's airflow exceeds rating value,or duct leaks.

gas density of air transportation is too large,making large pressure.

during transport,fan impeller vibrates due to the impact of the deformation caused by external vibration.

Installation procedures
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1. Remove the upper cover of wired controller.

(Do not damage the PC panel on the rear cover of line control when removing the upper cover).

ON/ OFF
LED

D1 D2

J03J06

upper cover of
wired controller

rear cover of
wired controller

changeover switch

screw hole
rear cover of
wired controller

2. Install the wired controller.

Drill two holes on the wall according to the

positions of two bolts on the rear cover of the

line control, plug a peg into each hole, and fix

the rear cover on the wall with the wood screws

onto the holes.

Install the back cover of the wired controller

on even wall surface and screw the wood bolt

slightly in order not to damage the wired

controller.

Note:

3. Changeover of the switch.

1.OFF 2.OFF

Note: 1.Electrical switches and signal lines are self-provided.

2. Don t touch the PC panel with your hands.

5. Close the upper cover of line control without pressing the connection.

Shielded lines must be used for the connection between indoor unit control panel and line control

as well as the signal line connection between indoor units and outdoor units so that the shielded

lays of signal lines of indoor & outdoor units are connected with each other and the shielded lay at

the side of the signal line of outdoor unit are one-point grounded. Or disturbance will lead to abnormal

operation of the machine. Make sure that the connection at terminals is so rigid as to avoid contacting

the shielded lines.

Note:

4. Wiring:

Main & auxiliary wired controllers control one indoor

unit

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

wired controller indoor unit

One wired controller controls one indoor unit

main
wired controller

auxiliary
wired controller indoor unit

One line controls multiple indoor units. Meanwhile, adjust the disc dialing code SW01 of indoor units

(0 stands for the main unit,1-15 stands for the other sub units in sequence

indoor
unit 1

indoor
unit 2

indoor
unit 3

main unit sub unit sub unit

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

wired controller

shielded line

grounding

Installation procedures
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planform

1200

over300mm over300mm

1.The choice of installation place

At the premise of gaining the user s permit, the installation place should satisfy following terms:

Installation of outdoor unit

The installation place should bear the weight of unit. and should prevent noise and earthquake

prevent air blowed return,and reserve enough maintenace space around the unit.

avoid hear source radiation directly or other heat source exsits.For avoiding the direct rays of the sun,it is best to

set a awning.

place where condensing water easy for drainage.and wall-cross hole easy for drainage.

place where noise and hot air won't disturb neighbor

place where snow won't accumulate.

place where air inlet and outlet aren't be stucked.

place where air outlet doesn't turn strong air current.

place where unit's blowing air and running noise won't disturb neighbor.

2.demension

1200

foundation dimension installation space dimension picture

Installation procedures
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heat insulation heat insulation

gas pipe liquid pipe

surface wrap Control

Cable

gas pipe

liquid pipe
Control

Cable

heat insulation surface wrap

b)material

Insulation material used should be able to endure the heat pipe.

for example:heat pump;Heat-resistant polyethylene foam( 120 ).cooling only:Polyethylene foam ( 100 )

c)heat preversation work points:

d)important point

the thickness of heat insulation material should be determined by pipe diameter

pipe diameter

6.35mm~22.2mm

28.6mm~38.1mm

thickness of heat insulation material

l0mm or more

15mm or more

on the occasion of hot and wet environment the recommended values in table should be increased

Le akage test

a)operation procedure

refrigerant pipe finifshed add pressure check if pressure decrease eligible

check leakage point and restore

no

yes

support of heat prevention

copper pipe

heat insulation

metal frame

arc-shaped gasket

both gas and liquid pipe

are heat insulated.

truefalse

gas and liquid pipe

should not insulation

together

the connection part of
refrigerant pipe should be
heat insulated completely.

only gas pipe(cooling only)

connection part

doesn't be

heat insulated.

heat insulation

liquid pipe
gas pipe

Control

Cable

surface wrap

Installation procedures
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b)Take below steps to test

1.For gas pipe and liquid pipe system,add pressure step by step(must charge nitrogen to take a

test)

I the first step: apply pressure3.0kg/cm2 for more than 3 minites,it is possible to find leakage point;

II the second step:apply the pressure15.0kg/cm2 for more than 3 minitues,it is possible to find

leakage point;

III the third step:apply pressure28.0kg/cm2 for about 24 hours;

Notes:even if add pressure to 28.0kg/cm2,if the time is too short,little leakage point won't be

found,so the third step,leave it at 28.0kg/cm2 for 24h.(Attention:pressure mustn't over 28.0kg/cm2)

2.comfirm if pressure goes down

if pressure doesn't go down,the test is passed..if pressure goes down,it need to find leakage

point.Meanwhile, when the temp. changes for 1degree, pressure will change 0.01MPa

as well. Correct the pressure.

Vacuum dry

vacuum dry is utilize vacuum pump expelling

steamed gas which changed from water(liquid)

,to acheive pipe dry's purpose.at the same

time,inconcrete gas in system also be

expelled,easy for refrigerant charge.

(for example)when ambient temp.is 7.2 ,

pressure low -752mmHg can process

vacuum dry.please refer to right figure.

-20

-755

-730

-720

-710
-700

-460
-360
-260
-160

-60
0

-760
-10 0 10 403020 60 7050 OmmHG

760
700
600
500
400
300

60
50

40

30

10

200-560

20-740

5

Temperature( )

necessary vacuum
degree

ambient temp. range

from gas pipe.

refrigerant charging

According to liquid pipe length to calculate refrigerant amount.adding refrigerant.

a)refrigerant fill amount when outdoor unit out of factory(5m is standard)

b)refrigerant refill amount is decided by liquid pipe's diameter and length.(liquid pipe is standard)

liquid pipe diameter(mm)

refrigerant recharge amount(g/m)

6.35 9.52 12.7 15.88 19.05 22.22

30 65 115 190 290 420

c)important:

1. calculate result must be listed(make a figure)

2. refrigerant pipe between indoor and outdoor unit excesses 5m,need recharge refrigerant additional.

3. after liquid pipe is dried,charge liquid refrigerant from close valve of liquid pipe side.

4.when refrigerant can't be charged completely,could utilize compressor's running to charge gas refrigerant

5. refrigerant charge quantity must use electronic weigh etc.

Installation procedures
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4.Circuit connection

when making circuit connnecting,please refer to local electric law,ensuring circuit installation accords with

regulationg and requirement.

Besides,pay attention to followed cue:

1.Before wiring,check and ensure that rated voltage are matched with nameplate value.

2.every unit should has special power supply connection,and with overcurrent protection in special circuit,power

source switch and circuit open circuit switch.

3.unit must be grounded,prevent that improper installation may occur danger.

4.all circuit must be connected firmly.

circuit has to contact with refrigerant pipe compressor and fan motor.

5.Trial operation

Trial operation notice:

(1)before trial operation,open the stop valve comletely on connection pipe between indoor and outdoor unit.

(2)ensuring system is grounded,and the grounding line mustn't be connected with coal gas pipe tap water

pipe lightning rod or telephone wire.if connect wrongly,there may cause electic-shock accidient.

(3)power supply is supplied ahead of 6h before first operation,in this way,crankcase could preheat.

(4)check if power source signal wire connection between indoor and outdoor unit are correct.(thirple phase

power supply sets phase sequence protection function,if phase sequence is wrong,it will alarm,need adjust

power source sequence again. )

(5)after running normal,see if master unit's high low pressure are normal.

(6)if indoor condesening water is normal,air oulet inlet temp. difference 8~12 .

(7)if air return pipe dued is normal.

(8)if all air outlet air volume temp.is normal.

(8)if unit has abnormal noise.

(9)trial operation should maintain at least 2h,outdoor unit run for long time,check if condensing water drainage

normal.

6.maintenance of outdoor unit

1.Usually,outdoor unit is checked each quarter,and clear heat exchanger surface once.however,if unit installation

location is oil smog dirt too much,heat exchanger must be cleaned by air conditioner professinal technician,to

ensure that heat exchange sufficiently and running normally,or else,unit life will decrease.

2.when unit appears failure,first cut off power source and contact local dealer,it is unallowed that detaching

the unit at random which will cause failure badly.

Installation procedures
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others

except defrost process, three
times in 30 minutes

overheat protection unit stopsfor 3 times
in one hour

discharge protection unit stops for 3times
in one hour

Ordinary fault and cause reason

Before asking sevice location for repairment,please refer item(1)check your air conditioner by yourself,item

(2) is for professional engineer test .

3

4

5

LED1light
shining(times) fault content

ambient temp.sensor fault

outdoor coil temp. sensor fault

outdoor phase sequence fault

check time

2 mins

2mins

10secs

The sensor is broken or short
circuit for more than two minutes
The sensor is broken or short
circuit for more than two minutes

choose afer electrified

remark

(2)cooling/heating badly oridinary reason:

refrigerant leakage

cooling system contains non-condensable gas(eg:air)

indoor and outdoor heat exchangers are stucked with dirty

filter is too dirty

cool heat load is too big

filter capillary drier is jamed

air inlet air outlet of indoor outdoor unit are suffocated.

(1)air conditioner start failure ordinary reason

If power supply voltage is in 10% of rated voltage

if control setting is suitable

if air conditioner is connected with main power supply

if fuse opens or circuit halts

can resume

need check,

resume after reset

discharge temp.A sensor fault

discharge temp.B sensor fault

discharge temp.C sensor fault

communicaiton fault

outdoor suction sensor fault

high pressure protection fault

low pressure protection fault

overheat fault

2mins

2mins

2mins

4mins

5secs

5secs

5secs

2mins

15secs

15secs

30secs

2mins

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17times

The sensor is broken or short
circuit for more than two minutes
The sensor is broken or short
circuit for more than two minutes
The sensor is broken or short
circuit for more than two minutes
Communication is unusual for
more than four minutes
after compressor run for 40s,three
times in 30 minutes

after compressor run for 40s,three
times in 30 minutes

after compressor run for 40s,three
times in 30 minutes

The sensor is broken or short
circuit for more than two minutes
after compressor run ,three
times in 30 minutes

can resume

need check,

resume after

reset

can resume

need check,

resume after

reset

compressor A overcurrent
protection fault

compressor B overcurrent
protection fault
compressor C overcurrent
protection fault

compressor discharge temp.

overhigh fault

Fault Code

Outdoor fault code

Ordinary fault and cause reason

Installation procedures
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Indoor unit fault code

Installation procedures
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